
Annually, Lake Huron goes through seasonal fluctuations of high and low water

levels. Highs typically occur in the late spring and early summer from spring runoff

and increased rainfall (2). During the fall and winter months water levels usually

decline as a result of cold dry air moving over the warm lakes, which cause high

rates of evaporation (3). The larger the difference in temperature between the air

and water, the greater the evaporation (3).

Did you know that Lake

Michigan-Huron is

recogn ized as the

largest lake in the

world by surface area?

Because Lake Huron

and Lake Michigan are

connected through the

d e e p S t r a i t s o f

Mackinac, these two

lakes are considered to

function as one and

therefore share the

same water levels (1).

Lake Michigan-Huron's

inflow is only slightly

regu la ted , and i t s

o u t fl o w h a s n o

regulations (1). As a

result, water levels are

dependant onmainly

precipitation, runoff

and evaporation (1).
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Table 1: Difference between Current Water Levels and Historical Water Levels on

Lake Michigan-Huron

Historical Water Levels (m)

176.60

177.45

202 s Water Level Difference (m)2'

* current level is 17 . m6 82

+ 0.22 cm

- 0.63 cm

Currently, water levels are 63 cm below the monthly record high for July, recorded two

years ago in 2020 (4). Recent net water supply to the Huron-Michigan basin has been

characterized by below average rates of precipitation in a number of areas (5). This

period of below average precipitation and above average evaporation has caused a

decline in Lake Huron water levels since 2020 record highs.

Throughout 2020, Lake Huron surpassed monthly record high water levels from

January through August (7). Scientists at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) concluded that precipitation over 3 years leading up to the

record water levels were about 25% higher than any 3-year period on record.

Ultimately, it was these consecutive years of record high precipitation that resulted

in water levels surpassing seasonal record highs in 2020.
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July Average

July Monthly
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Lake Huron water levels reached their 2021 peak in August and have since continued their seasonal decline.

Because water levels on Lake Huron are dependant on weather (evaporation and precipitation), it is difficult

to accurately forecast . Weather predictions change frequently throughout the week, thereforefuture levels

projecting these estimates months ahead results in a substantial range of uncertainty (6). Even with this

uncertainty, there is a high degree of confidence that Lake Huron water levels will generally sustain a level

below recent record highs (6). However, landowners should stay cautious as the impacts of widespread

erosion continue to affect the lakeshore.

Please note that although water levels are on the decline,the bluff failures remains high.Mrisk of aitland

Conservation .recommends that landowners avoid top of bankareas
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